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LOLITA is the project name for the on-line book order and fund accounting
system developed by the Oregon State University Library and used since
mid-March 1970. Although designed primarily to handle monograph orders,
serials and binding are included in the fund accounting portion. This paper
will discuss approximately two years of production work with LOLITA: the
changes in the work load caused by LOLITA, the effects on the overall
acquisitions program, program revisions, and operating costs. The overall
design philosophy, record formats, and on-line processing of these records
were detailed in "On-Line Acquisitions by LOLITA" by Spigai and Mahan.
1
Additional detail, particularly in regard to fund accounting was described in
"LOLITA: An On-Line Demonstration" by Baker et a/.
2
The Oregon State University Computer Center has a CDC 3300 computer
which is operated under OS-3, a locally developed timesharing system serving
a network of remote terminals around the state of Oregon. Depending upon
the nature of the computing work being done by individuals, the system can
support in excess of sixty concurrent users. System reliability bcfth in terms
of hardware and software, is excellent: downtime is measured in hours per
month.
The name LOLITA was chosen for its acronymous value, standing for
Library On-Line /nformation and Text Access. Although we like to think of
the promise for the future the project name holds, we sometimes agree with
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Fig 1. Flow Chart of LOLITA
Frederick Kilgour who suggests that, in his view, LOLITA is "a dangerous
name, replete with suggestion."
In LOLITA one can see a near fusion of technology and Robert Graves's
White Goddess. LOLITA is oriented to the service of humanity: wherever
possible LOLITA accommodates people rather than requiring that people
accommodate the machine. Robert Graves's Seven Days in New Crete
3
describes a sort of Utopia in which the Goddess is supreme and all technology
denied. But the climax of the story includes an admission that knowledge and
technology are not evil in themselves but only according to the purposes to
which they are put. A humane use of the machine, such as we believe
LOLITA to be, is acceptable to the Goddess.
Fig. 1 is a simplified flow chart illustrating the major functions of
LOLITA. The files on which LOLITA depends include on-order/in-process,
vendor, and fund accounting.
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Certain operations are oriented to a cathode ray tube (CRT) terminal; the
on-order/in-process file can be searched by purchase order number or author.
New orders are input and automatically indexed on a daily basis. Invoice data
are added to records or, for serials, standing orders, and binding, set up in a
separate file, again on a daily basis. Finally, the catalog updating (addition of
call number, corrected main entry and title, and other changes) is also done
on a daily basis.
Other functions, particularly where a paper document as an audit trail is
desirable, are oriented to a Teletype terminal; periodically on demand, but
normally once or twice a week, purchase orders are prepared for printing. As
the purchase orders are prepared, the fund accounting and vendor files are
updated both in terms of new orders issued and invoices processed. Purchase
order, invoice, and fund accounting statements are automatic by-products. The
vendor file, which includes cumulative counters for frequency and dollar
amounts for each vendor, can be accessed at any time for display and
maintenance (updating, correction, additions, deletions) or a complete listing
can be produced on the line printer. The fund accounts are readily accessible
on-line on demand so that the current status of each budget line item and
each subject category is always available. Summary statements for all fund
accounting can be produced on the line printer by command from the
Teletype. A special program for entering new fund allocations, corrections, and
transfers is also available to authorized personnel.
The book, serial, and binding budget for the Oregon State University
Library varies from year to year. Encumbrance accounting is used, and funds
committed to cover a given purchase order may be carried forward into the
new fiscal year; while these so-called outstanding funds are not really part of
the current year's budget, they do constitute a part of the acquisitions work
load. Budget figures for four fiscal years, from pre-LOLITA to the present, are
shown in table 1. Note that the figures for 1971/72 new funds are an
allocation; the final year-end figure could be higher (or lower). Also included
in table 1 are the catalog statistics for volumes and titles added during the
same time period. Incidentally, a major portion of the monograph funds for
1970/71 were not made available to the library until the final months of the
year: many of the items ordered were not received until 1971/72. Thus, the
flow of new materials coming to the catalog department is uneven; however,
the department is operating without a backlog.
LOLITA's Effects on Staff
The acquisitions staff has remained stable in size over the last four years so
that the number of persons doing acquisitions work before and after LOLITA
is the same. The full-time employee equivalent is eight; the number of
full-time student assistants is two. Acquisitions work includes: coordination of
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LOLITA produces a unique four-part purchase order for each title
ordered. The fourth copy is used as a work slip in the catalog department.
Before LOLITA, acquisitions spent more than eight hours per week typing
special cataloging work slips, one for each title. The one-fifth FTE savings
created by eliminating the hand typed work s'ips is a direct result of LOLITA.
A further savings is in the catalog department where, formerly, Oregon
State System of Higher Education rules required that bill data (invoice date,
vendor name, price, fund name) be typed on the shelf list card. Since
LOLITA assigns a unique purchase order number to each title, the catalog
department now types only the purchase order number and price (rounded off
to whole dollars) on the master card. There is a definite savings in labor plus a
significant improvement in the audit trail which we are required to maintain.
For many years the catalog department turned out a highly selective,
hand typed monthly list of new books. Acquisitions, with the assistance of
LOLITA, now turns out "Additions," a bimonthly list, at approximately
one-half the cost. "Additions" automatically includes those items ordered
through LOLITA and subsequently cataloged; thus, a complete current record
of the cataloged additions (including replacements and duplicates) is assembled
except that items received on standing order are not yet generally included.
As each item is cataloged and put onto the shelves, the call number and the
date cataloged are added to the record in LOLITA's files. This causes a
transfer of this record from on-line to magnetic tape which is processed
bimonthly. The author, title, date of publication, and call number of each
new item are extracted and grouped into sixty-three subject clusters and
subarranged by author. Then the list is output on the line printer and sent to
the university printing department where it is photographically reduced to 65
percent of its original size. After printing, the list is distributed to the
departments and administrative offices of the university. A short extract from
"Additions" is reproduced in fig. 2.
After the first issue of "Additions" (December 15, 1970) we received a
number of adverse comments regarding poor legibility. By the time the second
issue came out two months later a new line printer had been installed which
featured a markedly improved type face as well as better controls for vertical
spacing. Legibility ceased to be an adverse factor.
Early in March 1971, after the second issue of "Additions" was
distributed, a questionnaire was sent to each member of the Oregon State
University faculty. About one-third of the faculty responded. Table 2
summarizes the response.
"Additions" was originally arranged into fifty-eight subject groups based
on the initial letter or letters of the LC classification system; sequence within
each group was by main entry. More specific subject groups could be created
by sorting more of each call number, but the costs would be significantly
increased. Fifteen additional subject groups were added to meet special and/or
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Fig. 2. Extract from "Additions"
cross-disciplinary needs: three were separated in economics; the remaining
twelve could be separated only at greatly added expense.
The most urgent problem reflected in the questionnaire was one of
circulation. Publicity in the University's Staff Newsletter, admonitions in
"Additions," and notes to departmental secretaries stapled on the front cover
have done much to increase the size of the readership of "Additions." We
distribute an average of one copy of "Additions" per ten faculty members. As
far as can be determined this is an adequate level of saturation.
The total effect of the other questionnaire comments was to approve the
organization of "Additions," the data provided, its frequency, and its distri-
bution. The dissenters were a small minority and by no means in agreement
with one another.
Since July 1971, acquisitions has been filing one copy of each invoice
processed; previously this task (requiring four to five hours per week) was
performed by the Oregon State System of Higher Education (OSSHE) Dean of
Library Services Bookkeeping Office.
These increases to the acquisitions work load could not have been
absorbed without LOLITA. Indeed, before LOLITA, acquisitions was having
difficulty keeping orders going out and invoices processed; files lacked
maintenance, and claims were an irregular and infrequent consideration. Now,
with LOLITA, the files are being maintained, claims are being handled on a
regular basis, and the added work load factors described above were easily
absorbed.
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Responses
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listing of the invoice input is audited by the bookkeeping office, but it does
not duplicate any of the work done by LOLITA. Thus the work load of the
bookkeeping office has been significantly diminished.
As noted, an encumbrance system of accounting able to carry forward
committed funds into the new fiscal year as outstanding funds is used. In
order to do this it is necessary for the bookkeeping office to provide the
controller with an itemized list of purchase order numbers and accompanying
encumbrances; this monstrous task requires days of tedious work. On June 30,
1971, LOLITA produced Oregon State University Library's outstanding order
list in about twenty minutes (wall clock time) and at a cost of about $20.
Three weeks later the bookkeeping office was still compiling the outstanding
order lists for some of the other libraries in the OSSHE.
Serials Fund Accounting
LOLITA, as originally conceived, was to be strictly a monograph order
system. However, as planning for fund accounting was underway, it was
decided that all book, serial, and binding funds would need to be included if
the fund statements were to have either validity or utility. Expansion of
LOLITA to include serials receipts was out of the question. Instead, TFINVO
was developed a program for cathode ray tube (CRT) input of invoice data
for serial, standing order, and binding invoices for which LOLITA has no
outstanding purchase orders. The operator inputs some or all of the following:
account number, actual price, estimated price, vendor code, invoice number,
invoice date, total amount of invoice, or purchase order number. On redisplay
the flagword TFIN is automatically supplied indicating to the fund accounting
programs that the invoice was received on a TF ('til forbidden) order. The
operator can make any necessary corrections at this time.
Some invoices contain several different TF items; for these the flagword is
changed to MINV (multiple invoice) so that the repetitive data (vendor code,
invoice number, invoice date, and total amount of invoice) are carried
forward, and the operator need only fill in the account number and actual
price. This program is not only efficient, it is very fast. For a credit memo-
randum, the data are entered as if for an invoice and the flagword changed to
CRED (credit).
TFINVO has made it unnecessary to convert all old orders to LOLITA
but, at the same time, has allowed for a single set of fund accounting
procedures. For an item received and invoiced on a purchase order issue prior
to LOLITA (and carried in the outstanding fund) the flagword INVO (invoice)
is used. Thus there is provision for entering estimated price and purchase
order number in TFINVO. Similarly, if one of these old orders is cancelled,
the flagword CANC (cancel) is used.
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Flagwords
One of the features of LOLITA is the set of flagwords with which a number
of logical situations can be controlled. For a normal purchase order the
flagword is blank, upon receipt of the title and the invoice, the flagword is
changed to INVO. The Spigai and Mahan article described twelve flagwords
with which cancellations, confirmation orders, partial shipments, etc., could be
handled. 1 We naively assumed that everything we ordered would be cataloged
with some sort of call number; we were wrong.
A number of items are received which do not receive a call number per
se, such as phonodiscs, microforms, vertical file material, maps, and curriculum
library material. The item which really demonstrated the problem was the title
purchased to be exchanged for another title from Southeast Asia. Not only
did we not plan to catalog the book, we shipped it overseas the same day we
received it. Then we found that there was no way to remove it from the files!
The flagword KILL could have been used but this is usually reserved for
cleaning the files of cancelled items. The solution was the addition of the
flagword NCAT (not cataloged) which permits removal of the item without
the necessity of a call number. NCAT does not require any call number;
however, it is possible to use one of five pseudo-call numbers in combination
with NCAT for identifying certain special collections: MAPS, DISC (for
phonodiscs), CURR (for curriculum library), MICR (for microforms), and
VERT (for vertical file materials).
From the beginning LOLITA has had the ability to handle partial ship-
ments by use of the flagword PART (partial). This ability has been further
refined by the addition of the flagword MORE. When the first installment of
a partial shipment is received, the flagword PART is entered permitting the
invoice in hand to be paid and, at the same time, permitting the order to be
kept open for further receipts and payments. Thereafter, whenever the item is
displayed, the flagword PART will be shown along with a set of special
instructions for the operator. If further shipments are expected, the flagword
MORE is typed in and the order remains open. If no further shipments are
expected, the flagword INVO is typed in and the order is closed for account-
ing purposes.
The flagwords HELD and GIFT (included in the Spigai and Mahan
article
1
), continue to be used, but with expanded capabilities. While none of
the items identified by either of these flagwords are considered in terms of
fund accounting, LOLITA does compile special data. HELD orders are those
titles which are input for bibliographic control while awaiting funds to permit
their purchase. Books given to the library and selected to be added to the
collection are similarly input so that all monographs can be handled with one
set of procedures. Two pieces of information are appended to the fund
accounting statement: (1) the dollar amount of HELD orders currently in the
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files, budget line item by budget line item; and (2) the cumulated evaluation
assigned to gift books added during the fiscal year.
The addition or deletion of a flagword constitutes only minor surgery for
LOLITA. Such changes must be made carefully because they are the levers by
which control is exerted over the various conditions which develop in the
course of ordering books and maintaining fund accounts. However, the
structure of the program assumes that as new conditions develop, flagwords
will be added or deleted.
Miscellaneous Refinements
Simplication of acquisitions work procedures and improved efficiency are
constant and ongoing goals of the LOLITA project. Some program adjust-
ments are minor points, while others assume major significance. For example,
LOLITA originally required that the operator key in the order date. A simple
program change provides this data element automatically and at less expense
than could be done manually. If for some reason a different date is preferred,
it is simply written over the supplied date.
Similarly, LOLITA originally required that the operator key in the
number of copies being ordered. Since more than one copy of a title is rarely
ordered, "1" is now supplied as the number of copies to be ordered and the
operator may override the number if more copies are being ordered.
The CRT input routine for new book order data is divided into three
sections: a page of bibliographic data, a page of fiscal data, and a page of
miscellaneous or inventory data. Again, the original program versions required
that the operator proceed through all three pages even if there were no data
to be entered on the third page. A simple exit key now permits the third page
to be bypassed if it is not needed.
Author Search
The Spigai and Mahan article stated that "Searching programs have been
completed which will search by order number and by author."
4 The order
number search has worked faithfully from the beginning. The author search
also worked but with a severe limitation: it required an exact match. In other
words, in order to retrieve an author, one had to enter the search in exactly
the same form down to the last letter, space, and comma. Even searching for
John Smith was a problem if he had a middle name. Corporate author
searches were generally only a last resort.
In January of 1971 a simplified author search was implemented which is
so successful that the exact match search is now only rarely used. The
simplified search requires that the first four (or fewer) letters of the author's
surname be input. With our on-order/in-process files which are stabilized at
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about 6,000 orders, this four-character search has proven to be more than
adequate. If the files were to be expanded to 18,000 items, the four-character
search would probably still be adequate although its efficiency might begin to
show degradation.
When the operator enters four characters for an author search, one of the
following will occur:
(1) LOLITA will indicate that no authors whose names begin with this
initial combination of letters occur in the files;
(2) if only one item in the file meets the search specification, the biblio-
graphic page of that item is displayed; or
(3) if two or more names qualify, a numbered list of authors' names is
displayed. By keying in the number opposite the desired name, one of
two conditions can occur:
(a) if only one item by that author is in the file, the bibliographic
page of that item is displayed, or
(b) if two or more items by that author are in the file, a numbered
list of titles is displayed.
Fig. 3 is a simplified flow chart illustrating how the author search program
works.
After one has looked at a displayed item, an escape key (an equals sign
followed by pressing the SEND key) causes a redisplay of the numbered list
of authors' names for that search. The list is held in core memory and remains
available for further use until the operator signals that the list is no longer
needed; the list can be discarded by typing NC (no choice) which brings one
back to the beginning of the search program.
LOLITA does not differentiate between an alphabetized and a non-
alphabetized group of order requests. However, if one is working with an
alphabetized group, it is sometimes possible to input only two or three letters
and, thereby, search several items simultaneously. For this reason and because
other library files require that the requests be alphabetized, normal work is
done with alphabetized groups of requests. Of course, it is possible to search a
difficult item under several different possible entries in succession without
disturbing the sequence of the requests in the group.
In some searching situations it is necessary to search either by author or
purchase order number. To go from one type of search to the other the
operator needs only to key in the command SWITCH and press SEND. The
alternate search mechanism is immediately available. This search mechanism
will also allow an exact main entry search (e.g., Smith, John P.) as a search
request.
The four-letter author search operates on the same multi-tiered index
described by Spigai and Mahan.
1 The author index is an inverted tree. A title
search remains to be implemented.
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Fig. 3. Flow Chart of Author Search
Purchase Order Printing
LOLITA was originally set up to have purchase orders printed out on a
Teletype terminal located in the library. In this way there was complete con-
trol as to when the orders would be printed and control of proper forms
and proper alignment of the forms. Teletype output of purchase orders
requires approximately forty seconds (wall clock time) per purchase order.
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This was judged to be a satisfactory method for printing orders but there was
occasional inconvenience due to the length of time the teletype was tied up in
merely printing. Two hundred orders at forty seconds each is one hour and
forty-three minutes.
One advantage in working with the Oregon State University Computer
Center is that the facilities (both hardware and software) are constantly being
perfected and expanded. One expansion was an improvement in the way batch
jobs could be entered remotely. It became possible to initiate the batch
printing of purchase orders on the line printer from the library's Teletype
terminal; so we developed an optional printing routine for line printer out-
put.
The use of the line printer has shifted to the computer center the
responsibility of loading and lining up forms. In addition to the convenience,
the printing is done more rapidly and at a lower cost. The line printer prints
purchase orders at the rate of about one per second; that is one-fortieth the
time required with the Teletype. Two hundred purchase orders can be printed
on the line printer in less than three and one-half minutes. The graph in fig. 4
shows the cost comparison between Teletype and line printer purchase order
printing. Note that when printing fifty-two or fewer orders the teletype is
more economical than the line printer.
As a result, although the option of printing purchase orders on the
Teletype, particularly for a small rush group, is still retained, we depend
almost entirely on the line printer. Our routine is to initiate the remote batch
job with the Teletype, walk the short block to the computer center to pick up
the printed orders, and bring them back to the library for audit, bursting, and
mailing. The only problems encountered have been operator errors when the
wrong forms were loaded or the alignment was not done properly. In such
cases, the orders are reprinted at the computer center's expense.
Held Orders
As mentioned, the flagword HELD signifies that the item is built into the
bibliographic records for control until money is available, but that no fund
accounting has been performed. Our library has had a history of substantial
amounts of book fund money arriving very late in the fiscal year, sometimes
on the last day of the year. To utilize these late funds it is necessary that
they be encumbered and purchase orders issued by 5:00 p.m. on June 30.
Therefore, we have HELD orders which, by changing the flagword to LIVE,
become active purchase orders with complete fund accounting.
The first opportunity to try the HELD order procedure with LOLITA was
in June 1971. Added to the book budget was $60,000 that approximately
doubled monographs and retrospective materials purchasing ability. Because
we had already printed and stockpiled a substantial number of HELD orders,
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Fig. 4. Cost Comparison for Printing Purchase Orders
we were able to avoid the purchase of a major reprint set which, although
composed of excellent research material, has little relevance to the Oregon
State University curriculum.
As an aid in selecting from among HELD orders to be purchased, we can
obtain a listing of all HELD orders arranged by fund account number, and
subarranged by subject category number. Thus, we can concentrate on specific
subject areas desired.
File Structure and System Changes
The structure of the LOLITA files has undergone only two minor changes.
The account number, formerly stored as two computer words, is now stored
as one computer word. The position of the flagword in the sequence of data
elements has been moved from fifteenth place to seventh place for easier
access. Moving the flagword's position is a gradual process in which the
flagword is moved automatically as the old record with the old format is
accessed. This change was begun in mid-October of 1971; by May of 1972
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few, if any, records are in the old format. The users of LOLITA were
completely unaware of either of these changes as they were taking place.
In another area we did make a change of which the operator was aware.
The first version of LOLITA filed and indexed each item as it was input. To
enhance file security, the programs were altered so that as new orders are
input, they accumulated in a temporary file. At logoff time or at the
discretion of the operator, the contents of this temporary file are filed away
and indexed. One benefit of this change is an increased rate of input since the
operator need not wait for one item to be filed and indexed before the next
item is input.
An on-line system operates within critical logical tolerances outside of
which the computer may crash and files may be lost. When needed for
back-up protection, both OS-3 and our own back-up files are used. Periodic
tape copies and an item-by-item transaction file attached to LOLITA are both
used. Interestingly, the more back-up capability we have developed, the less
often we need to use it. This is a reflection of general improvements in the
overall operating system (OS-3) and the gradual elimination of bugs in
LOLITA. In fact, it is questionable whether we really need to maintain the
back-up measures since they are so infrequently used; however, they are cheap
and effective insurance. Thomas Mahan, research associate with the Oregon
State University Computer Center, is in the process of preparing a detailed
paper discussing the design, use, and need for back-up devices for use with
LOLITA.
Program Transferability
Many librarians have inquired about the transferability of LOLITA to their
library. In answering this question, several factors must be considered. First,
LOLITA is dependent on OS-3, the on-line, time-sharing operating system
used by the Oregon State University Computer Center. Although there are
several other CDC 3300 computers in the country, Oregon State University is
the only one using OS-3 as its operating system. Therefore, only a library
patronizing the Oregon State University Computer Center could use LOLITA.
Second, because of present local software and hardware limitations, a
CRT terminal must be operated within 3,000 feet of the Oregon State
University Computer Center. Teletype and video display terminals with Tele-
type logic can operate over telephone lines at any distance. Discussion among
the Oregon State System of Higher Education librarians may lead to a
decision to develop an alternate form of the CRT portions of LOLITA to
work on a video display terminal with Teletype logic. Then any library could
use LOLITA via telephone lines.
Third, there is the question of the adequacy of LOLITA for handling the
book ordering and fund accounting of another library. While we had no
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doubts about this, we recognized the need for empirical evidence to support
our assumption. A year ago the office of the vice chancellor for administrative
affairs granted us the funds necessary to support a six-month trial run with a
second library. Oregon College of Education Library in Monmouth, twenty
miles north of Oregon State University, participated in this experiment. Our
objective was to test the adequacy of the LOLITA programs for another
library, not to involve ourselves in the question of terminals and communi-
cations links. For this reason all input and updating of the files for Oregon
College of Education Library has been done in the Oregon State University
Library, but by persons on the Oregon College of Education payroll. As part
of the experiment, the LOLITA fund accounting was to be the official fund
accounting for Oregon College of Education's book, serial, and binding
budget as it is for Oregon State University. The funding for what was to be a
six-month experiment proved adequate to cover expenses for ten months.
Oregon College of Education Library likes LOLITA, but would definitely
prefer to have the input and update processing (i.e., terminals) done in their
own library. Without question, the experiment has proven the transferability
of the programs from one library to another within the Oregon State Univer-
sity Computer Center's on-line, regional terminal network.
Dynamic Environment
LOLITA exists in a highly dynamic environment. Mention has already been
made of the on-going efforts to improve the already good performance of the
timeshare operating system OS-3 through software and hardware modifi-
cations.
The environment is active in other ways as well. For instance, traffic, the
number of concurrent users, can vary widely according to time of day and
from beginning to end of the school term. The heaviest traffic tends to fall in
the mid-afternoon and after dinner hours toward the end of each term. But
even traffic is not a wholly reliable indicator of one's relative ability to access
the central processing unit (CPU) time. Many small jobs have no appreciable ef-
fect on overall response while a single large job may exert more competition than
several dozen other jobs combined. And, of course, traffic varies widely during
each particular job.
LOLITA's files vary in size reflecting a number of variables. As new data
are input, whether they be new orders or invoice information, several files
grow in size. As purchase order and invoice information is processed, certain
transitory files grow and diminish in size. As cataloging information is added
to a record, that record is released from the on-line file to be transferred to
magnetic tape. The release process not only frees the file space occupied by
the record, but also frees indexing and file pointer space. This free space is
then available for reallocation as new information for other orders is input.
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Type of Charge
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Some of the tape charge represents regeneration of LOLITA's files due to
computer or system failure. Some CPU, card reader, and line printer charges
are also accountable to file regeneration. Whenever regeneration charges occur
they are reimbursed in the form of a refund to the Computer Center Library
Account. The refund also includes reimbursement for improperly printed
forms because of line printer failure or computer center operator error.
The on-line terminal time represents the wall clock time the library used
LOLITA either by Teletype or CRT. Based on 260 working days in a year,
this averages out to 5.27 hours per day on-line. Many operations not requiring
user interaction such as the preparation of purchase order forms initiated as
remote jobs, the accounting, LOLITA back-ups, and preparation of out-
standing order lists are performed in batch mode so no on-line terminal costs
are assessed.
Occasionally an operation which is normally performed in batch mode
will be performed on-line for monitoring purposes by LOLITA systems
personnel to help locate a problem or in anticipation of a possible problem
which, in batch mode, might cause the run to abort.
In addition to cost figures supplied by the computer center's accounting
system, a logbook (LOLITA's figures) is used by the library to record unit
processing information. A portion of a page of the logbook is shown in fig.
5. When a LOLITA user logs on, a status command (*SCOOP) is entered
which displays the amount of credit remaining in the computer center library
account (credit), the amount of storage being utilized (SFBLKS), the number
of other on-line users at that moment (traffic), the date, and the time of day.
This information is entered into the logbook. Since hard copy is obtained
from Teletype operations the logbook is used at the CRT only. Upon com-
pletion of a work session, *SCOOP is again called and the new data recorded.
When the user logs off, the CPU time and cost of the session are displayed
and recorded. To complete the logbook entry the number of inputs, updates,
or searches is recorded and initialed by the user. This logbook provides data
valuable in detecting trends (e.g., peak work load periods) for most efficient
scheduling as well as data necessary to compute unit operation costs. Various
"time-eating" bugs have also been detected by periodic examination of this
record of LOLITA's performance.
The data shown in tables 4-6, were compiled from LOLITA's figures frpm
January through December, 1971, and from Teletype and line printer listings
which contain data pertinent to the various operations. The unit cost data in
table 4 were computed from samples drawn randomly from the population of
data representing each particular operation. Table 5 lists information about
the sample data used.
The data listed for each operation in table 4 are for an individual item.
For example, to search for one main entry (line 1) would cost on the average
$.045 or to input one TF invoice (line 6) would take an average of 26.0
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Note: 1 . SFBLKS are Saved File Blocks (a file block being 2040 usable charac-
ters). The number of SFBLKS in use by LOLITA at the beginning and
end of each session is recorded.
2. CREDIT refers to the dollar balance held in the LOLITA pro-
duction account. For convenience, the money is deposited in ad-
vance. Between Dec. 6th and 7th an additional deposit of $7,331.25
was made.
Fig. 5. LOLITA's Figures
seconds of wall clock time. The storage increase per operation has been
converted to character representation from storage units peculiar to the CDC
3300 computer and the OS-3 operating system.
Searching all new book order requests on-line began in August 1971.
Although LOLITA had been operational since March 1970, a sixteen-month
period was required to receive and process orders issued prior to LOLITA. In
the fifty sessions (table 5) used for computing search costs, 196 duplicates
were found, about four per session. The average purchase price per item is
between $12 and $13. Thus, considering the total cost per search, $.06 (from
table 6), the identification of one duplicate pays the cost of searching 200
requests. The search sample included a session with one search which is listed
in the maximum column for the breakdowns in searching (line 1, table 5).
These high figures in comparison to the average (table 4) illustrate what is
generally true with a complex computer system whether it be batch or
on-line: as more operations are performed per session, the cost per operation
decreases. When the number of operations exceed a certain point, the rate
becomes nearly constant. (In fig. 4 the cost of printing orders is shown to be
constant above about thirty orders. Below that point the graph would level
out or curve toward the vertical axis indicating an increased cost rate for
smaller batches.)
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Operation
1 . Search for main entry
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As in the case of a new purchase order input, the added invoice data stored in
the main file do not increase long-term storage.
Invoice data for material received on a standing order basis (TF, Hil
forbidden) are input for accounting purposes using TFINVO which was
described above. Operating data for TFINVO are shown in line 6 of tables 4, 5,
and 6. The eighty-four characters of increased storage represent the transfer of
data to the temporary TF accounting data file.
The accounting using the invoice input for purchase orders or TFs is
performed by the same program (PREPARE) that prepares purchase order
forms. If the program is run on-line only purchase order data are manipulated;
no invoice accounting is performed. The program is set to run in this manner
to accommodate the preparation of RUSH orders or a small batch of orders.
The LOLITA user continues to interact with the system so that knowledge of
when the purchase order forms may be printed will be immediately available
and printing may commence at the library on the Teletype without requiring a
trip to the computer center. By not performing invoice accounting on-line,
terminal and user time is saved as well. When PREPARE is run in the batch
mode the invoices are processed. The operating data for this process are
shown in line 7 to tables 4, 5 and 6. The 128-character per invoice storage
increase represents invoice data being stored on a temporary file. This
temporary file accumulates invoice transactions for a month and, at a cut-off
date, is sorted and listed in a manner similar to the forthcoming controller's
list of the checks written for these invoices. The controller's list is compared
with the library monthly invoice list to verify the check writing. The pro-
cessing of the invoices also produces an invoice audit listing. This audit listing
is given to the bookkeeeper with the invoices to verify that the invoices have
been input correctly.
Once a book is put onto the shelf and represented in the main card
catalog, a copy of the master catalog card is used to update the on-line order
for that book. The data for this catalog data input are shown in line 8 of
tables 4, 5 and 6. Any bibliographic data stored on-line which is different
from the catalog copy is edited at this time. The LC classification number and
date cataloged are also added to the on-line record. This triggers a mechanism
which removes the record from the on-order main file and index files. The
item is written onto a temporary file which is used to produce "Additions,"
the library's bi-monthly announcement of new materials added to the library
collection. When "Additions" has been produced, the file of cataloged items is
copied onto magnetic tape for possible future use.
On-line operations (lines 1, 2, 5, 6, and 8 of tables 4, 5 and 6) are
affected by the number of computer users. A LOLITA user will not normally
detect a delay in response until there are more than thirty other users on the
system. Usually computer traffic only affects LOLITA's response during the
last week of the term when student programs are due. Revisions to the
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computer center system (OS-3) have enabled more users to operate more
efficiently than in the past.
The operations in tables 4, 5 and 6 account for $6,388.24 (the sum of
computer costs, annual column, table 6) or 44 percent of the $14,534.63 paid
to the computer center for services during 1971. These operational costs do
not include on-line disk storage ($3,965.40), CRT rental ($1,200.00), or tape
rental ($159.29). Adding these figures to the operational sum gives a total of
$11,712.93 or 80.6 percent. The remaining $2,821.70 has not been separately
identified but has included the following:
1. The preparation and listing of five issues of "Additions." Each issue
contained an average of 1,826 items which were added to the library
collection.
2. Two productions of lists containing the orders of the on-order/in-
process file which had not received invoices (i.e., were outstanding).
The first list was used to establish a hard copy record of orders which
would not be processed (invoiced) during the fiscal year of the order,
and the second was produced to be used as a claims notice to vendors
for items which had not been received. Each list required an
examination of all records in the on-order file which is stabilized at
about 6,000 items.
3. The preparation of accounting summary statements. This summary
contains six pages of accounting information including: allocations,
expenditures, encumbrances, balances, last purchase order posted, and
last invoice posted for about forty budget lines; a category summary
of expenditures and encumbrances for nine different groups of over
ninety categories each; the amount of money in HELD orders which
exist in the on-order file; the GIFT evaluation to date; and the status
of purchase orders, HELDS, and GIFTS. These statements are
prepared at least weekly and cost about $.75 each.
4. The on-line examination of accounting data which is done irregularly
to determine accounting status between accounting summary state-
ments.
5. The on-line manipulation of on-line accounting data to correct for a
change in budgets or an error in the manual processing before invoice
input (e.g., assignment of a wrong TF account number).
6. The operation of on-line auxiliary programs which include status
programs for purchase order preparation or invoice preparation
(NOPO and NOIN) and programs which release temporary files after
verification of processing (POOK, INVOK, MONTHOK).
7. The on-line vendor file updates, maintained for the over 2,000
vendors being used, which include: adding new vendors, changing
existing data, deleting vendors, adding temporary vendors, and
changing frequency or dollar amount.
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8. The preparation of two vendor status listings which include names
and addresses of on-line vendors plus the frequency and amount of
money paid to each vendor.
These operations are executed irregularly with the exception of the
on-line vendor file updates, which are usually done before each invoice
accounting run. This file is being examined for possible changes to accommo-
date multiple school usage and the inclusion of additional data elements to
lighten the invoice handling by library and controller's office personnel. The
program involving vendor file updates would also need to be changed; there-
for cost data for this operation have been ommitted.
This discussion of LOLITA and her operating costs has centered primarily
around computer costs and procedural changes. Personnel costs are discussed
only briefly and shown in table 6 for five on-line operations. The library also
employs one systems analyst who spends part of his time with LOLITA and a
research associate who spends about 25 percent of his time with LOLITA
revisions and operations. Non-LOLITA aspects of the Oregon State University
Library's operations have been intentionally ignored, not because they lack
importance, but because of a basic commonality with most other academic
libraries.
This paper has attempted to give an overview of LOLITA during the past
two years: two or three years from now may show differences. A written
proposal to the chancellor's office is pending which would extend LOLITA to
the other libraries in the Oregon State System of Higher Education. There is
also discussion of developing a serials control capability for LOLITA.
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